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About the Fusion Series Using These Materials

Fusion-the merging of diverse, distinct, or sep- Fusion Series Bible studies are designed to chal-

arate elements into a unified whole. Fusion is a lenge your participants to develop a deeper knowl-

word that speaks of energy and excitement, edge and understanding of Scripture. These studies

whether you are talking about a style of music or a are designed to work for a large-group presentation

nuclear reaction. or small-group Bible study. While there are six ses-

God's Word is filled with fusion. The Old sions outlined in the book, we have not suggested

Testament bears many hints of events to come in time limits for each section of the lesson. The level

the New Testament, yet we often miss the connec- of participant interest, discussion, and further ques-

tion. The Gospel message of the Savior is seen time tions will help establish the length of time you

and again in the Old Testament. Through this series spend on each section. This flexibility also allows

you will come to connect-fuse-those events and you to use this material for more than six one-hour

messages for yourself and your participants. sessions. You can easily adapt this material to 12 or

- Each study in the Fusion Series gathers stories more hour-long lessons.- from Scripture-both Old and New Testaments- Each session contains reproducible participant

around a common theme. Through the study of that pages. These pages may be given to participants as

theme we pray that you come to a deeper under- you work through the lesson together in class. As an

standing of the Gospel message of Jesus Christ as alternative, you may give copies of these pages to

Lord and Savior. participants in advance of the session so that they

"- may complete their personal study before coming to

Fusion-Trees class.

.. From the opening pages of the Bible to the end
The leader's materials work through the ques-

of Revelation, our Lord is there, embracing His cre-
tions from the participant pages and provide addi-

ation to such an extent that time and time again He
tiona I commentary and insights for the Bible-class

takes even its most simple elements and uses them
leader. You will want to study these notes as you

for extraordinary good. From the trees of Eden's
prepare to lead each session.

J Garden to the burning bush on Sinai; from the staff
It is assumed that the Bible-class leader will

have the usual basic equipment and supplies avail-
of Moses to the shoot of Jesse-all the way to the

able-pencils or pens for each participant and a
cross, our heavenly Father uses trees to bless His

chalkboard or its equivalent (white board, overhead
people.

transparency projector, or newsprint pad and easel)- We embrace the simplicity of the tree of the
with corresponding markers or chalk. Encourage the- cross because our Lord embraced it. He embraced it

with His Word, He filled it with His presence, and
participants to bring their own Bibles. Then they can

He painted it red with His own lifeblood. So we are
mark useful passages and make notes to guide their

not ashamed of it. The crosses in our church are not
personal Bible study and reference later. Do provide

closeted, but held high, for with St. Paul we con-
additional Bibles, however, for visitors or participants

who do not bring one. The appropriate Participant
fess, "Far be it from me to boast except in the cross

Pages should be copied in a quantity sufficient for
of our Lord Jesus Christ, by which the world has

been crucified to me, and I to the world" (Galatians
the class.

6:14). So let us thank our God for the tree made

sacred by His love, for in that tree is carved the epic

of our salvation.
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Prayer

It is truly meet. right, and salutary that we

should at all times and in all places give thanks unto

Thee, 0 Lord, holy Father, almighty, everlasting God,

who on the tree of the cross didst give salvation

unto mankind that, whence death arose, thence Life

also might rise again; and that he who by a tree

once overcame might likewise by a tree be over

come, through Christ. our Lord. Amen.

IProper Preface for Lent, The Lutheran Hymnal, p. 25)

God the Gardener

What kinds of names or images of God do you
most commonly associate with Him? What do
these names and images tell you about Him?
How do they characterize God?

Does God as a "Gardener" or "Tree-Planter"
seem like a foreign idea? Why?

Of all the various images and titles that pop into

our heads when we think of God-Father, Creator,

Savior, Provider-the one that probably ranks near
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the end of the list (if it makes the list at all!) is that

of Gardener. God, after all, is mighty, wise, ali-know

ing, all-powerful, all sorts of things. But gardener?

Yet there is our Lord, right at the beginning of the

biblical story, planting a garden for the highest of His

creation, Adam and Eve. "And the LORD God planted

a garden in Eden, in the east, and there He put the

man whom He had formed" (Genesis 2:8)

The whole world belonged to our first parents;

they could go wherever they wished, exploring

God's good creation that He fashioned for them to

enjoy. Yet He not only gave them all the earth, but

He also gave them a specific plot of ground on this

earth. A place that must have been stunningly beau

tiful, more beautiful even than the very good cre

ation around it. Out of love, God the gardener gave

them Eden.

How do you picture the Garden of Eden? What
do you see in your mind's eye? How does
Genesis 2 describe it?

What specific kinds of trees grew in the gar
den? What do you suppose they looked like?



Does their name affect how you picture them
or how artists have depicted them?

We are not told particulars about the various

kinds of flora and fauna by which this garden was

distinguished. No doubt a single glance at such a

place would take our breath away, even when com

pared with the most lovely of garden paradises

today. For in that sacred space all was just as it was

meant to be. Nothing was out of place. Although we

are unaware of all the elements of the garden that

made it one-of-a-kind, what we do know is that

trees were there-many kinds of trees. They were

planted in the soil of Paradise for man and woman

to enjoy. They were there as a delight for the eyes

and to provide food for the stomach.

Of all the kinds of trees in Eden, however, two

in particular are highlighted: the Tree of Life and the

Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil. Contrary to

what we oftentimes assume, what set these trees

apart was not necessarily their appearance. They

may very well have looked relatively similar to lots of

other trees in Paradise. They had no special sap, no What function do names have in the Bible?

unique bark, not even some mysterious kind of fruit.

In essence, that is, in their very nature, they were

ordinary trees, like the thousands of others created

by our heavenly Father to adorn His world.

What did set them apart, however, what made

them everything but ordinary, was the Word that

God spoke concerning them. It is this divine Word

attached to these trees that we will focus on in this

study. For what that Word promised and what that

Word warned goes to the very heart of the story of

creation, the fall into sin, and the re-creation that has

been accomplished by Christ. As we will see, trees

are deeply rooted in the account of how sin came

into the world and how that sin was atoned for on

another kind of tree. And in the end, we will also

catch a glimpse of how we in the church are prom

ised access to another tree that grows along the

streets of the new Jerusalem above.

The Tree That lives or the Tree That Gives
life?
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Can you think of some examples where the
names of places or individuals told you much
about them?

What does the Bible mean by the name "Tree
of Life"? What are some possible explana
tions?

Right after Moses describes God's work as a

gardener, he relays more details about the Lord's

handiwork in Eden: "And out of the ground the LORD

God made to spring up every tree that is pleasant to

the sight and good for food. The tree of life was in

the midst of the garden, and the tree of the knowl

edge of good and evil" (Genesis 2:9).

Names in the Bible rarely have no meaning

attached to them. Frequently, indeed the vast major

ity of the time, names tell us much about a person,

place, or thing. So we need to begin by asking our

selves: What exactly did God mean for us to under

stand about this tree that He named the "Tree of

Life"?

He could have meant simply that this tree was

truly alive. Seeming more alive than all the others, it

flourished in this holy soil of Eden. Perhaps it bedaz

zled the eyes with its stupendous leaves, made the

mouth water for its luscious fruit, was an all-around

top-notch piece of flora. God could have meant that,

but the testimony of Scripture does not support

such a simplistic explanation.

What God also could have meant by this

name-in fact, what He did mean-was not so

much that the tree was living or that the tree had

some kind of extraordinary life, but that the tree

gave life to Adam and Eve. To say it more precisely,

God gave ongoing life to Adam and Eve through this

tree and its fruit. Of all the trees in the garden-all

of which were living and lovely-this tree alone was

designated as the tree through which God would

continue to pour down upon Adam and Eve His gift

of life, perfect life, a life free of sin, disease, and

death. So, if we were to render the Hebrew a bit

more exactly, we would translate this name not as

the "Tree of Life" but the "tree that gives life." (See

AE, vol. 1, p. 92.)

How do we know this to be true? To get the
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answer explicitly we'll have to jump a little ahead of

the story to what God says as He expels Adam and

Eve from Eden after they have sinned. After the

Lord clothed His rebellious children in animal skins,

He said, '''Behold, the man has become like one of

Us in knowing good and evil. Now, lest he reach out

his hand and take also of the tree of life and eat, and

live forever-' therefore the LORD God sent him out

from the garden of Eden to work the ground from

which he was taken. He drove out the man, and at

the east of the garden of Eden He placed the cheru

bim and a flaming sword that turned every way to

guard the way to the tree of life." (Genesis 3:22-24,

emphasis added)

Read Genesis 3:22-24. Who is meant by the
"Us" in "like one of Us"? What would happen
if Adam (or Eve) ate of the Tree of Life? How
does that help to shed light on what the name
means? How is God's action not a punishment
but a blessing? In what kind of state would
Adam and Eve have lived forever?

First, note the speaker of these words. He says,

"the man has become like one of Us." Who is the

"Us"? The same God who spoke similar words in

the first chapter of Genesis, "Let Us make man in

Our image" (Genesis 1:26). The "Us" in both cases

points to the Holy Trinity: the Father, Son, and Holy

Spirit. These three divine persons lament that Adam

had become like one of them in knowing good and

evil. Adam and Eve tried to take that which God had

not given. Indeed, to obtain it, they resorted to

breaking the very command by which God desired

to protect them from falling away from His image!

Next, mark well the action God intends to ren

der impossible by expelling Adam and Eve from the

garden: "lest he reach out his hand and take also of

the tree of life and eat, and live forever-" Then the

Lord breaks off His speech in midsentence. He

knows what would happen. There is no need to

multiply words. If Adam and Eve, having corrupted

themselves, would eat of the Tree of Life, they

would live forever in a state of sin and death That is

what prompts God to expel them from Eden and

post a sword-bearing angel to guard the way to the



Tree of Life. For the fruit of that tree would have had

the exact opposite effect upon His children from

what God had originally intended.

Although stated in negative terms, this verse

from after the fall into sin also informs us about the

positive intent of the tree before sin entered the

world. It was planted by God to be a channel for life.

Our first parents would have consumed this tree not

merely for food but for something better and more

lasting than what you grind between your teeth.

God knew that even in this perfect Paradise, His

people needed more than a full belly They needed a

food to prepare them for the life to come, the life in

heaven with Him. So God lovingly provided this

most unusual tree, that by eating its fruit they might

partake of that life that they would enjoy with Him

forever.

How is it that simple fruit-no matter how

pleasing to the palate and lovely to the eye it may

be-how is it that this ordinary fruit could give such

an extraordinary blessing? The answer is the same

answer that one can supply time and time again

when, in the Scriptures, God performs a miraculous

deed or gives some heavenly gift by means of an

ordinary part of creation. It was the Word of God,

applied to that tree, pumped into its very sap, that

set it apart. When God named it "the Tree of Life,"

that is what it became. His naming creates what it

says. The Word of God was in, with, and under the

fruit of that tree. This fruit, included in God's com

mand and combined with His Word, bestowed what

the divine Word said it would.

Adam and Eve had no need of forgiveness
before they disobeyed. So why did God pro
vide this tree? Did they stand in need of some
thing else? How would this tree have pre
pared them for a heavenly life?

How might we compare this tree with the
Sacraments? How does God's Word affect the
tree? How does God's Word affect water.
bread, and wine?

One sees here an allusion to the Sacraments of

Holy Baptism and Holy Communion. Not that Adam

and Eve needed forgiveness before their fall into
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sin l Of course, where there is no sin there is no

need of absolution. However, even where there is

no sin, there remains the need for life. It was not

named the "tree of forgiveness," but "the Tree of

Life." And that is precisely what this" sacramental

tree" gave to these citizens of Eden. They would

take and eat its fruit so that by means of this eating

they might receive into their bodies the life of God,

the life that He so graciously wishes to bestow. The

fruit bore the Word of God into them so that they

not only heard the divine Word, they actually ate it.

How important this truth is for our confession of

how God works in this world! Even before sin pollut

ed this good creation, God was working sacramen

tally. He did not merely speak His Word to Adam.

Nor did He tell Eve to stare up into heaven until she

felt God warming her heart with life. He did no such

thing. Instead, He did what He does now. He

changed His Word from something just for the ears

to make it something for the eyes, the mouth,

indeed, the whole person, body and soul. He made

His Word tangible, even edible. And so He still acts

in the church today. The saving Word is read, sung,

chanted, and preached, but it is also splashed onto

the bodies of sinners in the wetness of Baptism to

cleanse them, enliven them, and make them God's

children. It is joined to the food and drink on the altar

so that in these elements we dine on the body and

blood of Jesus. As it was in the beginning, is now,

and shall be forever. Our God is not ashamed of His

creation. Rather, He is highly pleased to use it for

the good of His creatures-their good in this life and

their everlasting good in the life above.

The Tree of the Knowledge of Good
and Evil

Read Genesis 2:15-17. How does God intro
duce His Word about the Tree of the
Knowledge of Good and Evil? How does this
positive statement help us to better under
stand the prohibition that follows?

Of the two trees explicitly noted in the account

of creation, the second gets more press. And

because of the kind of attention the Tree of the



Knowledge of Good and Evil receives, and because

of the unhappy outcome of mankind's dealings with

its fruit, this tree ends up getting a bad rap. We tend

to think simplistically: the "Tree of Life" was good,

but the "Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil"

was bad. We suppose the former was akin to medi

cine and the latter to poison. Artwork has frequently

fallen into this same error, depicting the tree with a

skeleton shape or making it look like it belonged

more in a dark horror film than a perfect Paradise.

Because we tend to think so negatively of the

Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil, we sup

pose that Adam and Eve were to keep their distance

from it, not even to go in its general vicinity, lest it

reach out like a giant Venus flytrap to snatch them

up and devour them! Such a caricature, however, is

just that, a misrepresentation. It misses the wholly

positive intent of this tree. As we will see, what God

meant for people's good turned out for their harm,

but through no fault of the tree itself. The blame is

to be laid entirely at the feet of the serpentine Satan

and the deceived people who abused it. As happens

so often still today in our sinful world, the gifts of

God are misused and twisted into the reverse of

what our Lord created them to be.

As noted above, the Tree of the Knowledge of

Good and Evil is first mentioned in Genesis 2:9, in

connection with the Tree of Life. Both trees were

located in the midst of the Garden of Eden. The Tree

of the Knowledge of Good and Evil is mentioned

next in connection with the divine Word attached to

it. "The LORD God took the man and put him in the

garden of Eden to work it and keep it. And the LORD

God commanded the man, saying, 'You may surely

eat of every tree of the garden, but of the tree of

the knowledge of good and evil you shall not eat, for

in the day that you eat of it you shall surely die"

(Genesis 2: 15-17).

When the lord told Adam and Eve "you shall
not eat," how would they have heard these
words-with regret. joy, or something else?
How would their reaction compare to our
reaction to the lord's various prohibitions?
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What was the purpose of the lord's Word con
cerning this tree? What prompted them?

The divine Word spoken about this tree is, of

course, stated in the negative: "you shall not eat."

But we must not rip this one statement out of con

text, either the context of the verse itself or the con

text in which it was spoken. First notice that God ini

tially says, "You may surely eat of every tree of the

garden." God is demonstrating His overabundant

provision of food. The Hebrew way of stating some

thing emphatically is to say a similar form of the

verb twice in a row. So, here, God says to Adam and

Eve something like this: "You may eatingly eat of

every tree of the garden." Eat, and eat, then eat

some more! There were no bad apples, no poison

ous fruits, none of those red-colored berries that all

moms and dads warn their children to avoid. Hunger

and starvation were not even part of Adam and

Eve's vocabulary. Thus, of all the trees in the garden,

only one was to be avoided at mealtime. All the rest

they could dine on to their stomachs' content.

Second, one must heed the context in which

this command was given. When we hear negative

commands-prohibitions-we almost always hear

these as some law designed to make sure we don't

have fun, don't have pleasure, don't have all those

things we think we really need. So our ears and

hearts-sinful as they are-tend to hear the words

to our first parents, "you shall not eat," in the same

way that children hear the prohibitions "you shall not

climb that tree," "you shall not eat that chocolate

chip cookie before dinner," or "you shall not go out

side to play until you have finished all your home

work." But that is hardly the way Adam and Eve

would have heard this prohibition (if they even

would have called it that). It was simply the verbal

ization of God's will. He was telling His beloved chil

dren not only what He desired, but what was best

for them. It was a good Word, a beloved command.

Just as God commanded them, "Be fruitful and mul

tiply" (Genesis 1:28), so He told them, "You shall

not eat." Both commands would have been heard

by holy ears, understood by holy hearts, and fulfilled

in holy lives by our sinless parents. They delighted to



keep these divine words, doing what He command

ed and avoiding what He forbade, but in both cases

delighting in God's will and walking in His ways to

the glory of His holy name. Therefore, God was not

holding out on Adam and Eve. He was not depriving

them of something, but actually giving them some

thing good. That something good was a tree that

was bound up with His Word. The Tree of the

Knowledge of Good and Evil was thus a Tree of the

Divine Word.

There was, of course, a penalty attached to this

tree: "for in the day that you eat of it you shall surely

die." As in the positive command above, so here the

Lord uses an emphatic verb: "you shall 'dyingly

die:" as the Hebrew puts it. The Lord is clear. His

Word is sure. He does not hide the danger of not liv

ing by His Word. To cling to that Word is to live, but

to rebel against that Word is to die. There is no mid

dle state. But as before, this Word is a good Word, a

Word that is given to this man and woman, that by

heeding it, they may avoid that what it warns

against. It is a good command, such as when a

father says to his son, "Don't play in the street or a

car will run over you," or "Don't play with that elec

trical socket or you may be electrocuted." These are

words spoken out of love and concern, not hatred or

in a desire to withhold something useful or needful.

They state what is true, objective, unchanging.

What about this tree's intimate connection to
the Word of God makes it a source of praise
rather than dislike? What might Adam and Eve
have discussed when they talked about this
tree?

The Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil is

therefore very similar to the Tree of Life. It is a tree

whose identity is entirely determined by the divine

Word spoken about it and into it. The Tree of the

Knowledge of Good and Evil was not, in its very

nature, a deadly tree with poisonous fruit. As Eve

herself will later observe, on the surface its fruit was

good for food and a delight to the eyes (Genesis

3:6). What distinguished it from all other trees was

that, concerning it alone, God had said, "you shall

not eat." Had God spoken these same words about
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the cherry tree, pecan tree, or peach tree, then

those trees would have had the same threat of

death attached to them. Or, to put it more positively,

then those trees would have had the same divine

Word attached to them, which Word would have

invited and encouraged faith in God's goodness

When Martin Luther spoke about the Tree of

the Knowledge of Good and Evil, he envisioned it in

this positive light.

So, then, this tree of the knowledge of good and

evil, or the place where trees of this kind were

planted in large number, would have been the
church at which Adam, together with his

descendants, would have gathered on the

Sabbath day. And after refreshing themselves

from the tree of life he would have praised God

and lauded Him for the dominion over all the

creatures on the earth which had been given to
mankind . Adam would have extolled the

greatest gift, namely, that he, together with his

descendants, was created according to the like
ness of God He would have admonished his

descendants to live a holy and sinless life, to

work faithfully in the garden, to watch it careful

ly, and to beware with the greatest care of the
tree of the knowledge of good and evil. This out

ward place, ceremonial, word, and worship man

would have had; and later on he would have
returned to his working and guarding until a pre

determined time had been fulfilled, when he

would have been translated to heaven with the
utmost pleasure. (AE, vol. 1, pp. 105-106)

This helps us to answer the question you might

have asked yourself: Why was the tree named what

it was? Why didn't the Lord call it the "Tree of

Death" so that it might clearly be differentiated from

the Tree of Life? Dr. Luther has given us the answer

to that: primarily because it was not planted and

designed to be the source of death, but of life-the

life of faith, of liturgy, prayer, preaching, singing, and

praising the heavenly Father, who gave them this

Divine Word Tree. Under its branches was the

church of Adam and Eve. You might still wonder:

why was it named the Tree of the Knowledge of

Good and Evil? To answer that question, we must

move on to Genesis 3, to the saddest story record

ed in the annals of human history.



The Darkest Day

Read Genesis 3:1-5. Compare these verses
with Revelation 12:9 and 20:2-3. Who really is
this serpent?

Read Genesis 2:16 and compare it with the
devil's words in Genesis 3:1. What is the ser
pent doing to the divine Word? In what similar
ways does Satan still work in the world
today? What kind of picture does Satan paint
of God?

We don't know what day it was when Satan

came slithering into the holy garden camouflaged as

a snake. Many of the church fathers suspected it

was on the first day of the man and woman's cre

ation (i.e., Friday); Luther suspected it was the next

day. No one really knows, but given Satan's hunger

for evil, most suspect that the fallen angel didn't

wait long to launch his attack. Even though external

ly his temptation revolves around a tree and its fruit,

the battle really concerns the Word the Lord pro

nounced about the tree.

We are first informed of the shrewdness of the

"snake": "Now the serpent was more crafty than

any other beast of the field that the LORD God had

made" (Genesis 3:1a). This serpent is no mere rep

tile, of course, but "the great dragon ... that ancient

serpent, who is called the devil and Satan, the

deceiver of the whole world" (Revelation 12:9). For

whatever reason, he chose this animal for his dis

guise. Then he chose his desired victim, Eve, and

moved in for the kill. It was to be a war of words.

He said to the woman, "Did God actually say,
'You shall not eat of any tree in the garden'?"
And the woman said to the serpent, "We may
eat of the fruit of the trees in the garden, but
God said, 'You shall not eat of the fruit of the tree
that is in the midst of the garden, neither shall
you touch it, lest you die. '" But the serpent said
to the woman, "You will not surely die. For God
knows that when you eat of it your eyes will be
opened, and you will be like God, knowing good
and evil. " (Genesis 3: 1b-5)

Eve's first mistake was to engage in a dialogue

with the one who loves to talk people into doing
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things his way. His rhetorical, persuasive skills even

tually overcome those who try to engage him on his

own terms. The only defense is to quote God's

Word, to let it do all the talking. Eve is taken in

quickly ... and lethally.

Compare Genesis 2:16-17 with Eve's quotation
of these words in Genesis 3:2-3. Does she
quote God word for word? What does she
change? Does this impact the meaning?

Compare the initial question Satan asks
(Genesis 3:1) with his second statement
(3:4-5). How does Satan proceed differently in
the second statement? What new argument
does the devil use?

The devil goes after Eve by going after the

Word of God. First he twists it to mean something

completely the opposite of God's original meaning.

The Lord had said, "You may surely eat of every tree

of the garden" (Genesis 2: 16, emphasis added), but

Satan asks, "Did God actually say, 'You shall not eat

of any tree in the garden 7'" (Genesis 3: 1b, emphasis

added). He makes it sound as if God is a penny

pinching master, some old Scrooge who is tightfist

ed with His gifts. Thus the devil first attempts the

frontal attack, trying to get Eve to believe that God

really does not have her best interests in mind, but

is acting purely out of meanness

Eve responds by quoting the commandment

God spoke concerning the tree, but not exactly. She

adds to it and alters it. She adds the words, "neither

shall you touch it." Some scholars suspect this com

mand was tacked on later by Adam to keep his wife

a proper distance from the tree. Maybe Eve came

up with it on her own. Either way, it was unneces

sary. The concern was not in touching the tree, but

eating its fruit. That was the activity forbidden by the

divine Word. Next Eve softened-Just a touch-the

crystal-clear and razor-sharp word of penalty. God

warned, "for in the day that you eat of it you shall

surely die (literally 'dyingly diel" but Eve says, "lest

you die." The difference is subtle, but telling. She

drops the temporal element-"in the day"-and she

weakens the double verb-"dyingly die"-to a mere

"lest you die." Because of the Tempter, Adam's




